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We'll drink to that here, there,
and everywhere else in the city.
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YOUR correspondents have been
known to imbibe a cool drink on
a warm day. Indeed, we have
embraced the code of a respected
colleague who maintains: ''When
you work under pressure you
deserve a refresher.''

This column would throw its
inconsiderable weight behind any
political party pushing a green
policy supporting the proliferation
of beer gardens. (No

airconditioning and lovely pot plants working overtime to fix global warming. Think about
it.)

Yet while reflecting on the future of society over a bottle of port, accompanied by a
nourishing plate of cheese, we wonder whether ''relaxed'' liquor laws are damaging life as we
know it.
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In the 1980s, economics professor
John Nieuwenhuysen was
commissioned by then premier
John Cain to review Victoria's
antiquated liquor laws.

Back then most pubs closed
around 10pm and those that
stayed open later required patrons
to buy a supper ticket to support
the illusion that alcohol would be
served only with food (three-day-
old crumbed sausages in a bain-
marie … bring 'em on.)

There were posh clubs, but not many. One of the first was the Galaxy - half-hidden in an
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There were posh clubs, but not many. One of the first was the Galaxy - half-hidden in an
Exhibition Street basement. It was an American-style club with restaurant-quality food, a
dance floor and an older clientele. Entertainment came from American crooners and big-
name Australians, and there were cigarette girls.
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Regular patrons included off-duty
crooks and coppers. Most carried
guns and nearly everyone was
loaded. Once, when a detective
found himself short of a clever
repartee during an animated
discussion, he retired to the street
to get a shotgun from the boot of
his vehicle. He then had to be
dissuaded from discharging a
double-barrelled retort (boom-
boom).

Part-owner of the Galaxy, the still
dapper Con Paltoglou, was one of a small group of men in Melbourne who persuaded the
government to bring in a handful of 3am licences. ''We didn't want anything later. You
would only get drunks and troublemakers past three in the morning,'' he notes. ''It makes me
sad to see young people queueing up to get into a club at 7am these days.''

He remembers the crooks as well-behaved big spenders. ''At least the police knew where to
find them back then.''

The good professor with the long name recommended that licensing laws should be less
rigid. He wanted Victoria to embrace a more sophisticated European lifestyle where alcohol
was part of the journey and not the destination.

In 1988 the laws were changed, and no one with a brain would argue it was not for the
better.

Restaurants and bars flourished. City lanes became hidden gems of dining and
entertainment.

For the first time since the gold rush we were cool. We were continental, sophisticated and
urbane. Footy talk over pots and party pies was so yesterday. Now we could go to subtitled
French films, then take our sausage dogs for 3am strolls before popping into a wine bar for
a Campari and soda and a stimulating discussion on modern art.

Well, that was the plan. The Prof wanted us to move away from vertical drinking spaces and
giant beer barns where getting smashed appeared to be the object of the exercise.

Which brings us to today.

In one way the reforms worked. The pub culture was broken. In 1986, there were 3200
liquor licences - today there are about 19,000.

But in recent years the giant booze barns are back. This time they are known as mega clubs



But in recent years the giant booze barns are back. This time they are known as mega clubs
and can cater for hundreds, if not thousands, of patrons. They also can open all night and
deposit their drunken problems in the street to be dealt with by our police and ambulance
officers.

Street violence and antisocial behaviour has exploded. For the first time, parents worry more
for the safety of sons than daughters.

Somehow we have allowed a generation to adopt not the culture of Europe, but the habits of
vampires. They sleep during the day and head out at midnight.

Such a scenario runs contrary to our own experience, which suggests nothing good
involving the grog happens after 2am. Bad relationships are consummated, good ones
decimated, livers desiccated, jawbones dislocated and criminal records initiated because of
decisions fogged by fatigue and those last few drinks.

The eminently sensible Deputy Commissioner Sir Ken Jones said the consequences of
Melbourne's open-all-hours clubland is as inevitable as night following day (not that the
patrons know the difference). He observed: ''They remove all the seats to cram as many
people into a venue as possible. If we continue to pack youngsters into these venues in the
same streets to guzzle cheap booze we will have to accept it is going to take up our police
time, our criminal justice time and our health time.''

Premier John Brumby agrees and the government has announced a freeze on new liquor
licences in Melbourne until 2011.

Police in Melbourne will join colleagues around Australia and New Zealand this weekend to
conduct a massive blitz on alcohol-related violence and antisocial behaviour. It is part of a
massive and continuing investment of police resources. The overtime bill alone has been
staggering.

Announcing the blitz, codenamed Unite, Chief Commissioner Simon Overland said: ''We are
doing this to send a clear message - we have had enough. We are committed to tackling this
issue and we are committed to tackling a culture that permits drunken behaviour … we need
to act as a community.''

We are not alone. Despite our multicultural heritage, we still have much in common with
England, including a love of cricket, bad sitcoms, male entertainers dressed in frocks, fried
food and buckets of beer.

The Poms followed us in relaxing their liquor laws to be more in line with Europe, allowing
bars to open 24 hours a day since 2005.

And, as happened here, it has had unforeseen consequences: a massive jump in late-night
and early-morning violence. Official figures released late last year show alcohol-related
crime leaves Britain with an annual $22.5 billion policing and healthcare hangover .

Now the new Home Secretary, Theresa May, says she wants to wind back the clock. ''We
are going to look at the licensing laws. I was in opposition when the new laws were
introduced. I argued against them precisely because of the problems we have seen.''

Perhaps it is time we did the same.



 

Comments
3 comments so far
»«
»We do not need 24 hour bars, blind freddy can see the problems they cause.
Brumby has made a token effort by banning new licences until next year(after the election)
what should be done and quickly is to start winding back trading hours of these
establishments 2am or 3am is quite adequate«
»«
john - September 11, 2010, 9:52AM
»«
»Having lived in 'trendy' Prahran for over 30 years i was forced to move because of the
type of people attracted to the late night/all night drinking premises. Having drunks
vandalise your car, fence, property is not 'sophistication'. The serial vomiter that, on
weekends would aim his projectile vomit at the drivers window and door handle as he
wended his way back to his car to return to the eastern suburbs. No I moved to an area that
does not encourage the late night drinking. There ws nothing wrong with the liquor laws
before 'reformation' where a meal could always be had with an affordable BYO bottle of
wine without the exhorbitant markup. PS why is there a pub in Windsor selling packaged
alcohol 24/7? The drunks arrive by car and taxi then drink in the residential side streets. No
sign of any effective policing.«
»«
Quantum of Solace | Mentone - September 11, 2010, 10:08AM
»«
»According to this article, it is the huge venues that are the problem - not the small bars.
To freeze all liquor licences, therefore, is to completely overlook the nature and source of
the problem - it's simply a big, empty gesture that attracts publicity.«
»«
Ambiguity | Melbourne - September 11, 2010, 10:34AM


